Ladies and gentlemen, dear children,
welcome to Tongo Circus!
Come in for tonight's performance. Our big
circus tent is fully booked. Many children and
families have come today to admire our artists
Music: Georges Bizet (1838-1875)
Les toreadors from the „Carmen Suite“

First the funny clown enters the ring. Watch
him dance to the cheerful music. And what
surprises he brought with him! Oops! Hold on
to your balloons, clown, or they'll fly away!

Music: Joseph Haydn (1732-1809)
4th movement from the Symphony No. 88

Amazing how the clown runs over the seesaw
and now even jumps! But what kind of
balloons make the heavy clown fly? Great
tricks. Bravo dear clown!
Music: W .A. Mozart (1756-1791)
V. Rondo Allegro from
"A Little Night Music" KV525

Here comes Tongo himself! The circus director
is a very talented artist. Tongo presents his
magic hat tonight. How many pigeons come
out of his hat? Countless beautiful birds! Oh!
And now it's butterflies that fly out of the hat
and dance in the air to the magnificent music.

Music: Charles Gounod (1818-1893)
Margarethe Walzer from the Opera „Faust“
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The music sounds completely different when
Tongo enters the ring for the second time.
Instead of the wonderful waltz music from his
first number, we now hear a fast melody that
reminds us of the flight of a fat bumblebee.
Music: Nikolai Rimsky K orsakov (1844-1908)
Flight of the Bumblebee from the Opera
“The Tale of Tsar Saltan”

The mouse comes walking in. She is the
smallest artist in our circus. How skillfully she
balances on the rope to the delicate sounds of
the celesta. Will it stumble or even fall down?

Musik: Petr I. Tchaikowsky (1840-1893)
Dance of the sugar fairy from the
Suite for Orchestra „The Nutcracker“

A long stick helps the mouse to keep the
balance in height so as not to fall down. In the
orchestra, the strings have put their bow aside.
To the steps of the mouse, the musicians
pluck the strings of their instruments quickly.
And again the mouse manages to balance back
and forth on the rope!
Music: Johann Strauss II (1825–1899)
Tritsch Tratsch Polka
With a loud roar the lion jumps into the ring.
When he opens his mouth, we see his huge
teeth. All the children in the audience get
goose bumps here!
Tongo bravely holds up the tire. Powerful and
majestic, the lion jumps through with a large
sentence!
Music: Milkhail Ivanovich Glinka (1804-1857)
Overture from the opera
„Russlan and Ludmilla"
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Let's dance now. Look closely. It's magical
how gracefully the ballet dancer creates her
jumps and pirouettes!
Musik: Edvard Grieg (1843-1907)
Anitra's Dance from the
„Peer Gynt Suite“

And here the young dancer dances full of
verve! With what ease he jumps into the air!
So light as a feather and at the same time so
powerful!

Music: Petr I. Tchaikowsky (1840-1893)
Valse finale et Apothéose from Ballet
„The Nutcracker“

This acrobat on the trapeze knows no fear.
Looks as he swings upside down to the music.
And now he even detaches himself from the
trapeze and starts a somersault.

Music: Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)
Ungarian Dance No. 1

The penguins now show you true balancing
skills on their colourful balls. First the
mother starts, quickly the boy follows, then
the father and last but not least the sweet
daughter penguin. Now the whole penguin
family rolls to the music!
Music: Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
Allegro assai (3rd movement) from the
Brandenburg Concert No. 3
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In the caravan of the circus artists there is a
lot of practice to make every performance a
success. Tongo is currently practicing
juggling. He can hold up to five balls in the air!
Have you seen the little mouse? She is training
her balance, which she can use later on the
rope. From the cuckoo clock a small bird
jumps hastily and the sweet hare looks at
everything amusedly. Somehow there is a big
mess here - and yet everything sounds very
nice together!
Music: Modest Mussorgski (1839-1881)
„Ballet of the unhatched chicks“ from
Pictures at an Exhibition (version for
orchestra by Maurice Ravel)
And now, dear audience, I ask for a big round
of applause for the circus band. Tonight they
will provide the very best atmosphere and
accompany the circus artists' tricks with
wonderful music. Tongo plays the saxophone.
The monkey plays funny on the lotus flute.
The two are accompanied by drums, an
accordion and a tuba.
Music: Matthias Falkenau
Tongo Circus Music
That was a wonderful performance! Did you
like them our dear artists? Did you enjoy the
music?
A circus tent under the starry sky is
something magical, isn't it? Look up and listen
to the dreamlike sounds of the moon and the
stars.
Thank you friends and see you next time!
Music: Gustav Holst (1874-1934)
Venus from „The Planets Suite“
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